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1. Introduction 

Integrated casting and rolling technologies are most recent and very efficient way of hot 
strip production. More and more companies all over the world are able to manage such 
processes. The mentioned technologies ensure huge reduction of rolling costs, very high 
product quality and low investment costs. Computer simulation is of vital importance to the 
development of “know how” theory for these processes. The lack of publications concerning 
mechanical properties and behaviour of steels simultaneously subjected to both plastic 
deformation and solidification was the inspiration for the investigation. This also 
necessitated the development of an appropriate mathematical model of mushy-steel 
deformation. The contribution summarizes the results of the author’s recent theoretical 
research concerning the computer simulation of mushy steel published in recent years in 
well-known journals and book chapters [Glowacki, 2006; Glowacki at al., 2010;  Glowacki & 
Hojny, 2006, 2009; Hojny & Glowacki, 2008, 2009a, 2009b, 2011; Hojny at al., 2009]. 

As an example of a company providing the integrated casting and rolling technologies one 
can mention the plant located in Cremona, Italy which develops the new methods of steel 
strip manufacturing. They are called Inline Strip Production (ISP) and Arvedi Steel 
Technology (AST) processes and are characterized by very high temperature allowed at the 
mill entry. The instant rolling of slabs which leave the casting machine allows for the 
utilization of the heat stored in the strips during inline casting. Both the mentioned 
technologies ensure huge reduction of rolling forces and their details are usually classified. 

The development of “know how” theory for the semi-solid steel rolling technology requires 
numerical modelling. The development of appropriate mathematical models is limited by 
the lack of thermal and mechanical properties concerning mushy steels deformation in 
temperature range which is close to solidus line. The work presented in the current 
contribution is an attempt to cover the gap providing a proposition of a hybrid numerical-
analytical model of semi-solid steel deformation. The mathematical modelling of steel 
deformation in semi-solid state, as well as experimental work in this field, are innovative 
topics regarding the very high temperature range deformation processes. Tracing the related 
papers published in the past 10 years one can find many dealings with experimental results 
for non-ferrous metals tests (Kang & Yoon, 1997; Koc at al., 1996; Kopp at al., 2003; Sang-
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Yong at al., 2001; Zhao at al., 2006). The first results regarding steel deformation at extra 
high temperature were presented during last few years (Li, 2005; Seol, 1999, 2002). Most of 
the problems concerning semi-solid steel testing are caused by the very high level of steel 
liquidus and solidus temperatures in comparison with non-ferrous metals. The deformation 
tests for non-ferrous metals are much easier. The rising abilities of thermo-mechanical 
simulators enable investigation of steel samples and as a result both computer simulation 
and the development of new, very high temperature rolling technologies like Arvedi ISP 
and AST processes. The lack of mathematical models describing the steel behaviour in the 
last phase of solidification with simultaneous plastic deformation was the inspiration of the 
investigation described in the proposed book chapter.  

The main goal of the chapter is to present problems of theoretical work leading to the 

development of a methodology of very high temperature testing of steel samples while their 

central parts are still mushy. In such conditions the deformation of samples is strongly 

inhomogeneous and all the well-known methods of yield stress curve examination fail due 

to significant barrelling of the sample. Although the investigation concerned both physical 

tests and dedicated simulation system, the author sacrifices the contribution to the hybrid 

model which is the heart of the system. With the help of inverse analysis it allows for the 

right interpretation of deformation tests providing data regarding the mushy steel 

rheological properties.  

2. Physical basis and characteristic features of steel deformed at very high 
temperature 

The rolling equipment for the ISP process allows for reduction of initial mould strip 

thickness from 74 mm to 55 mm during liquid core reduction process. The region of 

maximum strip temperature for a high reduction mill is located in the strip centre and varies 

from 1220 °C to 1375 °C depending on the casting speed. The main benefits of the technology 

are: inverse temperature gradient, good product quality, very low level of heating energy 

consumption, up to 20 times lower water consumption in comparison to traditional rolling, 

low level of installed mill power, compact rolling equipment layout, no need for tunnel 

furnace and very low investment costs. The AST technology is a result of further 

development of ISP into a real endless process and the benefits of its application are even 

greater. The whole reduction process is running in one rolling mill consisting of 5 or 7 

stands, which can reduce the strip thickness from 55÷70 mm to 0.8 mm. The maximum 

temperature of the strip occurs in central region of its cross-section and varies from 1340 °C 

to 1420 °C depending on the casting speed. This suggests that the central region of the strand 

subjected to the rolling is still mushy.  

The main benefits of the new very high temperature technologies are significantly lower 
rolling forces and very favourable temperature field inside the steel plate. However, certain 
problems arise which are specific for this kind of metal treatment. The central parts of slabs 
are mushy and the solidification is not yet finished while the deformation is in progress. 
This results in changes in material density and occurrence of characteristic temperatures 
having great influence on the plastic behaviour of the material (Senk, 2000; Suzuki, 1988). 
The nil strength temperature (NST), strength recovery temperature (SRT), nil ductility 
temperature (NDT) and ductility recovery temperature (DRT) have effect on steel plastic 
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behaviour and limit plastic deformation. The Nil Strength Temperature (NST) is the 
temperature level at which material strength drops to zero while the steel is being heated 
above the solidus temperature. Another temperature associated with NST is the Strength 
Recovery Temperature (SRT). At this temperature the cooled material regains strength 
greater than 0.5 N/mm2. Nil Ductility Temperature (NDT) represents the temperature at 
which the heated steel loses its ductility. The Ductility Recovery Temperature (DRT) is the 
temperature at which the ductility of the material (characterised by reduction of area) 
reaches 5% while it is being cooled. Over this temperature the plastic deformation is not 
allowed at any stress tensor configuration. 

Significant changes of density and lack of data regarding material’s thermal and mechanical 
properties are vital problems of the modelling. They have great influence on steel rheology 
and heat transfer. An issue of great importance is the lack of strain-stress relationships, 
which in the temperature range above 1400 °C strongly depend on the density and are very 
temperature sensitive. It is not easy to run isothermal tests that could be the source of the 
computation of yield stress function parameters for such high temperatures. There are also 
some problems with the interpretation of tests results. 

Density is very important for plastic behaviour of mushy steel plates. It varies with 
temperature and depends on the cooling rate. The solidification process causes non-uniform 
density distribution in the controlled volume resulting in non-uniform deformation and 
heat conduction. There are three main factors causing density changes: solid phase 
formation, thermal shrinkage and movement of liquid particles inside the solid skeleton. 
The density plays an important role in both mechanical and thermal solutions. 

The contribution sheds some light on the physical problems but it focuses on the axial-
symmetrical computer model, which ensures the right simulation of mushy steel samples 
deformation reflecting the physical requirements. The presented model fills the gap in 
modelling of plastic behaviour of semi-solid steels. 

3. Hybrid numerical-analytical model of mushy steel deformation 

Testing of steels at temperature higher than 1400 °C is difficult due to deformation instability 
and risk of sample damage during experiment. Such experiments do not assure the strain 
homogeneity and cannot be interpreted using traditional methods. Appropriate 
interpretation of the results is possible only with the help of a computer aided engineering 
system. The contribution reports a new model underlying such a system developed by the 
author’s team. Together with GLEEBLE physical simulator equipped with high temperature 
module the code allows for investigation of properties of semi-solid steel.  

The numerical solver is the less visible yet very powerful kernel of the system. It is based on 
a thermal-mechanical model with variable density. The mechanical part of the model is a 
hybrid variational solution with analytical mass conservation condition constraining the 
velocity field components. The accuracy of the proposed solution is very good due to 
negligible volume loss guaranteed by the analytical form of the mass conservation 
condition. This is important for materials with variable density and is not captured by 
classical solutions. Analytical condition eliminates problems with unintentional specimen 
volume changes caused by application of numerical methods. The existing, physical changes 
of steel density in the mushy zone have influence on real variations of controlled volume. 
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On the other hand numerical errors can be a source of volume loss which interferes with 
real changes. This effect is very undesirable in modelling of thermal-mechanical behaviour 
of steel in temperature range characteristic for the (transformation of state of aggregation).  

The mentioned mechanical and thermal parts of the mathematical model of the process are 
supported by a third one, i.e. the density changes model. The mechanical part is responsible 
for the strain, strain rate and stress distribution in a controlled volume. 

4. Thermal part of the model 

Heat exchange between solid metal and environment, and its flow inside the metal is 

controlled by a number of factors. During phase change two additional phenomena have to 

be taken into account. Note that in the process of deformation of steel at temperature of 

liquid to solid phase transition there are two sources of heat changes.  On the one hand heat 

is generated due to the state transformation. On the other hand it is secreted as a result of 

plastic deformation. In addition, steel density variations also cause changes of body 

temperature. 

Thermal solution has a major impact on simulation results, since the temperature has strong 

effect on remaining variables. This is especially evident if the specimen temperature is close 

to solidus line when the body consist of both solid and semi-solid regions. In such case the 

affected phenomena are: plastic flow of solid and mushy materials, stress evolution and 

density changes. The theoretical temperature field is a solution of Fourier-Kirchhoff 

equation with appropriate boundary conditions. 

The most general form of the Fourier-Kirchhoff equation in any coordinate system can be 
written in operator form as follows: 

稿脹岫詮 稿劇岻 髪 芸 噺 潔椎貢 磐士参椛劇 髪 項劇項酵卑 (1)

where 劇 is the temperature distribution in the controlled volume and 詮 denotes the 

symmetrical second order tensor called heat transformation tensor. In case of thermal 

inhomogeneity the whole tensor has to be considered. 芸 represents the rate of heat 

generation (or consumption) due to the phase transformation, due to plastic work done and 

due to electric current flow (resistance heating of the sample is usually applied). Finally 潔椎 

describes the specific heat, 貢 the steel density, 士 the velocity vector of specimen particles and 酵 the elapsed time. The heat transformation tensor consists of a set of anisotropic heat 

transformation coefficients and can be given in a form:  

 詮 噺 嵜膏掴掴 膏掴槻 膏掴佃膏槻掴 膏槻槻 膏槻佃膏佃掴 膏佃槻 膏佃佃崟 (2) 

In the case of anisotropic bodies, the solution is carried out locally, and the axes of 

coordinate system are oriented in accordance with the principal directions of the thermal 

conductivity. In this case all off-diagonal components of the heat transformation tensor are 
zeros (膏沈珍 噺 ど, 件 塙 倹)  and  equation (2) becomes: 
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 詮 噺 嵜膏掴掴 ど どど 膏槻槻 どど ど 膏佃佃崟 (3) 

Furthermore for a thermally isotropic material 膏掴掴 	噺 	 膏槻槻 	噺 	 膏佃佃 	噺 	膏 and tensor of the heat 

transformation can be written  in the index notation can be  as: 

 Λ沈珍 噺 膏絞沈珍 (4) 

where 絞沈珍 is the  Kronecker delta. 

The temperature of samples compressed in axially-symmetric process can be determined by 

solving the appropriate form of Fourier-Kirchhoff equation. Here the equation will be 

expressed in the cylindrical coordinate system, which is a natural choice for the 

cylindrically-shaped samples. It takes following differential form: な堅 ∂∂堅 磐堅膏追 ∂劇∂堅卑 髪 な堅 ∂∂肯 磐な堅 膏提 ∂劇∂肯卑 髪 ∂∂権 磐膏佃 ∂劇∂権卑 髪 芸 噺 貢潔椎 ∂劇∂酵  (5)

The assumption of axial symmetry can be considered appropriate for the tensile and 

compression tests of steel in semi-solid state in all physically stable cases. It is invalid only 

for failed experiments. The symmetry simplifies the model by implying identical 

temperature distribution at any axial sample cross-section. This results in the equation: ∂劇∂肯 噺 ど (6)

Equation (5) can be further simplified if the heat properties of the medium are assumed 

isotropic. By calculating the differentials in equation (5) and using equation (6) we get the 

following form of Fourier-Kirchhoff equations for isotropic, axially-symmetric heat flow: 

膏 峭∂態劇∂堅態 髪 な堅 ∂劇∂堅 髪 ∂態劇∂権態嶌 髪 芸 噺 貢潔椎 ∂劇∂酵  (7)

Equation (7) needs to be solved with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. The initial 

conditions relate to cases of non-stationary heat exchange. Most solutions use Cauchy 

condition which assume the known a priori temperature distribution at time 酵待: 劇智岫酵待岻 噺 血智. 

In a particular (but often adopted) case the temperature is assumed to be constant 

throughout the considered area 劇智岫酵待岻 噺 劇待 噺 潔剣券嫌建. 
Boundary conditions have more complex nature and relate to all cases of heat transfer and 

describe the spatial aspect of the heat exchange. The considered continuous medium 

changes its temperature though convection, radiation, conduction, or a combination of these 

phenomena. Theoretical solutions of the problem are generally subject to one or more 

boundary conditions. Combined Hankel’s boundary conditions have been adopted for the 

presented model. The conditions for axially-symmetrical problem can be written in form of 

a differential equation: 
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膏堅 項劇項券 髪 糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻 髪 圏 噺 ど (8)

In equation (8) 劇待 is the distribution of border temperature, 圏 describes the heat flux through 
the boundary of the deformation zone,  is the heat transfer coefficient and 券 is a vector 
which is normal to the boundary surface. More details concerning the problem can be found 
in (Glowacki, 1996). Equation (7) subject to condition (8) defines the problem of temperature 
evolution during the whole process of heating and deformation of the samples.  

Note that (7) is a spatiotemporal equation. The solution of such equations is difficult because 
in general case the temperature is a function of both location 岫堅, 権岻	and time 酵. 

 劇 噺 劇岫堅, 権, 酵岻 (9) 

In addition, the used boundary conditions, appropriate for the cooling or heating of the 
sample are also described by differential equation. For that reason equation (7) is solved in a 
two-step process (Zienkiewicz at al., 2005): 

 the corresponding steady-state equation is solved. After FEM discretization this yields  
a matrix algebraic equation, 

 the solution obtained in the first step is then adapted to non-steady-state conditions 
using a transient discretization of the time variable. 

4.1 Thermal model for steady-state heat flow process 

The Fourier-Kirchhof equation (7) for the steady heat flow can be written as: 

膏 峭∂態劇∂堅態 髪 な堅 ∂劇∂堅 髪 ∂態劇∂権態嶌 髪 芸 噺 ど (10) 

Application of finite element method for solving problems of heat flow requires a 

functional. Equation (10) together with the boundary conditions given by equation (8) needs 

to be expressed in a variational setting.  

Consider the problem of optimizing the general form of the heat flux power functional. 

 鋼 噺 完 	蝶 血岫堅, 権, 劇, 劇追 , 劇佃岻		穴撃 髪 完 	聴 岾圏劇 髪 怠態糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻態峇 		穴鯨 (11) 

where 血 is a function of position, temperature and temperature gradient:  

劇追 噺 項劇項堅 ; 劇佃 噺 項劇項権  (12) 

This function is specified in the relevant domain 撃 with the boundary 鯨. Let us consider a 
small variation of the functional (11): 

絞鋼 噺 豹蝶 磐項血項劇 絞劇 髪 項血項劇追 絞劇追 髪 項血項劇佃 絞劇佃卑 穴撃 髪豹聴 岷圏絞劇 髪 糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻 絞劇峅穴鯨 (13)
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that can be rewritten as: 

絞鋼 噺 豹 絞劇	 釆項血項劇 伐 項項堅 磐 項血項劇追卑 伐 項項権 磐 項血項劇佃卑挽蝶 穴撃 髪豹 絞劇 磐圏 髪 糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻 髪 健追 項血項劇追 髪 健佃 項血項劇佃卑聴 穴鯨 (14)

where 健追 and 健佃	are the direction cosines of normal to the outer surface with respect to 頚堅 

and 頚権 axes, respectively.  

A necessary condition for the functional (11) to reach extreme value for a given function  is 

for the variation 絞鋼 to be equal to 0. Since equation (14) must be satisfied for any variation 絞T, the expressions in brackets have to be zero at an extreme: 

項項堅 磐 項血項劇追卑 髪 項項権 磐 項血項劇佃卑 伐 項血項劇 噺 ど (15) 

for the entire volume 撃 and 

健掴 項血項劇掴 髪 健佃 項血項劇佃 髪 圏 髪 糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻 噺 ど (16) 

for its boundary 鯨. Can therefore be concluded that if one satisfy the equations (15) and (16) 

than the functional (11) reaches an optimum. Both of these formulations are equivalent. The 

above reasoning is the solution of so called Euler problem. In the presented particular case 

the appropriate form of the function	血  is as follows: 

血 噺 堅 釆なに 膏岫劇追態 髪 劇佃態岻 伐 芸劇挽 (17)

where 劇追 and 劇佃 are given by relationships (12). In this case the equations (15) and (16) can 

be written as follows: 

膏 峭項態劇項堅態 髪 な堅 劇追 髪 項態劇項権態嶌 髪 芸 噺 ど膏堅 項劇項券 髪 圏 髪 糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻 噺 ど (18) 

The presented reasoning shows that the assumption of steady-state heat flow leads to 

equations (18). The first of them is identical with the equation (10), and the second to 

boundary condition (8). Thus, according to the Euler reasoning, the solution of equation (10) 

satisfying the boundary condition (8) is the functional extremal: 

鋼 噺 豹蝶 堅 崕なに 膏 峪磐項劇項堅卑態 髪 磐項劇項権卑態崋 伐 芸劇崗 穴撃 髪 豹聴 磐圏劇 髪 なに糠岫劇 伐 劇待岻態卑 穴鯨 (19) 
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Optimization of the functional (19) in the domain of discrete functions is based on 
replacement of the continuous real function of the temperature distribution 劇岫堅, 権岻 by their 
discrete counterparts. In the proposed solution the finite element method was used for that 
purpose. The discretization of the control volume was done accordingly. The temperature 
distribution function was discretized according to the formula: 

 劇岫堅, 権岻 噺 	契参岫堅, 権岻	桑 (20) 

where 契岫堅, 権岻 is a vector of the shape function and 桑 is a nodal temperature vector. After 
substituting (20) and its derivatives to (19) it takes the discrete form: 

鋼 噺 豹	蝶 堅 班なに 膏 煩峭∂契脹∂堅 桑嶌態 髪 峭∂契脹∂権 桑嶌態晩 伐 芸契参桑藩 穴撃 髪豹聴 磐圏契参桑 髪 なに糠岫契参桑 伐 劇待岻態卑 穴鯨 (21) 

From the mathematical point of view, equation (21) no longer defines a functional, but a 

function of many variables. Nevertheless hereinafter it still will be referred to as a 

functional. Its derivative with respect to 桑 is given as follows: 

∂鋼∂桑 噺 豹蝶 堅 峪膏桑参 峭∂契∂堅 ∂契脹∂堅 髪 ∂契∂権 ∂契脹∂権 嶌 伐 Q契脹崋 穴撃 髪 豹聴 岫圏契脹 髪 糠岫桑参契 伐 劇待岻契脹岻穴鯨 (22) 

Equation (22) one can written in matrix form as: 

 屈桑 髪 径 噺 宋 (23)  

where matrix 屈 and vector 径 have shapes:   

屈 噺 豹蝶 堅膏 峭∂契∂堅 ∂契∂堅脹 髪 ∂契∂権 ∂契∂権脹嶌穴撃 髪豹聴 糠契契脹穴鯨径 噺 伐豹蝶 堅芸契 穴撃 伐 豹聴 岫糠劇待 伐 圏岻 契 穴鯨 (24) 

The system of linear equations (23) can be solved using standard methods of linear algebra. 

This yields the discrete temperature vector 桑.  

4.2 Thermal model for non-steady-state heat flow 

For the non-steady-state heat flow equation (7) has to be used instead of equation (10). A 

derivation similar to the one for the steady-state flow and the same space discretization lead 

to formulation of discrete form of functional equivalent to equation (7). It is analogous to 

functional (21). 

鋼 噺 豹蝶 堅 班なに 膏 煩峭∂契脹∂堅 桑嶌態 髪 峭∂契脹∂権 桑嶌態晩 伐 釆芸 伐 貢潔椎 ∂∂酵 岫契参桑岻挽 契参桑藩穴撃 髪
髪豹聴 磐圏契参桑 髪 なに糠岫契参桑 伐 劇待岻態卑 穴鯨 (25) 
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Differentiation of functional (25) with respect to 桑  leads to relation which is similar to (22). 

∂鋼∂桑 噺 豹蝶 堅 峪膏桑参 峭∂契∂堅 ∂契脹∂堅 髪 ∂契∂権 ∂契脹∂権 嶌 伐 峭芸 伐 貢潔椎 ∂桑参∂酵 契嶌契参崋 穴撃 髪髪豹聴 岫圏契脹 髪 糠岫桑参契 伐 劇待岻契脹岻穴鯨 (26)

The system (26) can be written in a matrix form analogous to equation (23): 

屈桑 髪 隅∂桑∂酵 髪 径 噺 宋 (27)

where 屈 and 径 are matrices given by (24), and 隅  can be expressed as: 

 隅 噺 完 	蝶 貢潔椎契	契脹穴撃 (28) 

An assumption of linear temperature change in very short time interval Δ酵 and application 

of weighted Galerkin’s residual method leads to an equation which is a discrete (with 

respect to time) counterpart of equation (27).  

 屈桑沈袋怠 髪 径 噺 宋 (29) 

Matrix 屈	and vector 径	in equation (29) are described by the following relations: 

屈 噺 磐に屈 髪 ぬΔ酵 隅卑径 噺 磐屈 伐 ぬΔ酵 隅卑参沈 髪 ぬ径 (30)

Equation (29)  can be used to compute the vector of nodal temperatures 桑沈袋怠 after a time 

step ∆酵 (i.e. at 酵 噺 酵沈袋怠 噺 酵沈 髪 ∆酵) provided that initial value 桑沈 for  酵 噺 酵沈  is known. 

5. Mechanical model 

A mathematical model of the compression process is based on the theory of plastic flow 

(Chakrabarty, 2006). The principle of the upper assessment (Bower, 2010), calculus of 

variations (Adhikari, 1998), approximation theory and optimization methods (Findaeisen at 

al., 1980 ; Nocedal & Wright 2006) and numerical methods for solving partial differential 

equations (Evans 1988; Polyanin, & Zaitsev, 2004; Pinchover & Rubinstein, 2005), including 

the finite element method (Zienkiewicz at al., 2005) were used. The following assumptions 

were established: 

 deformation and stress state are axial-symmetrical, 

 deformed material is isotropic but inhomogeneous, 

 the material behaviour is rigid-plastic - the relationship between the stress tensor and 

strain rate tensor is calculated according to the Levy-Mises flow law, which is given as: 
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 購沈珍 伐 なぬ購賃賃絞沈珍 噺 にぬ 購椎綱岌沈 綱岌沈珍 (31)

Rigid-plastic model was selected due to its very good accuracy at the strain field during the 
hot deformation and sufficient correctness of calculated deviatoric part of the stress field. 
Moreover, the elastic part of each stress tensor component is very low at temperatures close 
to solidus line and can in practice be neglected in calculations of strain distribution. The 
limits for plastic metal behavior are defined according to Huber-Mises-Hencky yield 
criterion:  

 購沈珍購沈珍 噺 に 磐購椎√ぬ卑態 (32)

In equations (31) and (32) 購沈珍 denotes the stress tensor components, 購賃賃 represents the mean 

stress, 絞沈珍 is the Kronecker delta, 購椎 indicates the yield stress, 綱岌沈 is the effective strain rate, 

and 綱岌沈珍 denotes strain rate tensor components. The components are given by an equation: 

 綱岌沈珍 噺 なに 盤椛沈懸珍 髪 椛珍懸沈匪 (33)

In cylindrical coordinate system 頚堅肯権 the solution is a vector velocity field defined by the 
distribution of three coordinates 士 噺 岫懸追 , 懸提, 懸佃岻. The field is a result of optimization of a 
power functional, which can be written in general form as the sum of power necessary to 
run the main physical phenomena related to plastic deformation. Due to the axial-symmetry 
of the sample the velocity field the circumferential component of the velocity field can be 
neglected and the functional is usually formulated as: 

 蛍岷士峅 噺 激岌 噺 激岌蹄 髪激岌碇 髪激岌捗 (34) 

Component 激岌蹄 occurring in equation (34) represents the plastic deformation power, 激岌碇 is 

the power which is a penalty for the departure from mass conservation condition, 激岌捗 

denotes the friction power and 士 噺 岫懸追, 懸佃岻 describes the reduced velocity field distribution.  

Rigid-plastic formulation of metal deformation problem requires the condition of mass 

conservation in the deformation zone. In case of solids and liquids with a constant density, 

this condition can be simplified to the incompressibility condition. Such a condition is 

generally satisfied with sufficient accuracy during the optimization of functional (34). In 

most solutions a slight, but noticeable loss of volume is observed. The loss is caused by 

incomplete fulfilment of the incompressibility condition imposed on the solution in 

numerical form. It is negligible in case of traditional computer simulation of deformation 

processes although in some embodiments more accurate methods are used to restore the 

volume of metal subjected to the deformation. Unlike this case the density of semi-solid 

materials varies during the deformation process and these changes result in a physically 

reasonable change in the volume of a body having constant mass. The size of the volume 

loss due to numerical errors is comparable with changes caused by fluctuation in the density 

of the material. 
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A further problem specific to the variable density continuum is power 激岌碇, which occurs in 
functional (34). It is used in most solutions and has a significant share of total power. Even 
when the iterative process approaches the end, this power component is still significant, 
especially if the convergence of the optimization procedures is insufficient. In case of 
discretization of the deformation area (e.g. using the finite element method) if one focuses 

solely on the 激岌碇 a number of possible optimal solutions appear. They are related to a 
number of possible directions of movement of discretization nodes providing the volume 

preservation of the deformation zone. Each of these solutions creates a local optimum for 激岌碇 
power and thus for the entire functional (34). This makes it difficult to optimize because of 
lack of uniform direction of fall of total power which leads to global optimum. The material 
density fluctuation causes further optimization difficulties, resulting from additional 
replacement of incompressibility condition with a full condition of mass conservation. 

The proposed solution requires high accuracy in ensuring the incompressibility condition 
for the solid material or mass conservation condition for the semi-solid areas. This approach 
stems from the fact that the errors resulting from the breach of these conditions can be 
treated as a volume change caused by the steel density variation in the semi-solid zone. 
High accuracy solution is required also due to large differences in yield stress for the 
individual subareas of the deformation zone. In the discussed temperature range they 
appear due to even slight fluctuations in temperature. In presented solution the second 
component of functional (34) is left out and mass conservation condition is given in 
analytical form constraining the radial (懸追岻	and longitudinal 岫	懸佃岻	velocity field components. 
The functional takes the following shape: 

 蛍岷士峅 噺 激岌蹄 髪激岌 痛 (35) 

In case of functional (35) the numerical optimisation procedure converges faster than the 
one for functional (34) due to the reduced number of velocity field parameters (only radial 
components are optimisation parameters) and the lack of numerical form of mass 
conservation condition. The accuracy of the proposed hybrid solution is higher also due to 
negligible volume loss caused by numerical errors which is very important for materials 
with variable density. 

As mentioned before the solution of the problem is a velocity field in cylindrical coordinate 
system in axial-symmetrical state of deformation. Optimization of metal flow velocity field 
in the deformation zone of semi-variational problem requires the formulation according to 
equation (35). The radial velocity distribution 懸追岫堅, 肯, 権岻 and the longitudinal one 懸佃岫堅, 肯, 権岻 
are so complex that such wording in the global coordinate system poses considerable 
difficulties. These difficulties are the result of the mutual dependence of these velocities. 
Therefore the basic formulation will be written for the local cylindrical coordinate system 頚堅肯権 with a view to the future discretization of deformation area using one of the dedicated 
methods. In addition one will find that the deformation of cylindrical samples is 
characterized by axial symmetry. As demonstrated by experimental studies conducted 
using semi-solid samples the symmetry may be disturbed only as a result of unexpected 
leakage of liquid phase. 

Such experiments, however, are regarded as unsuccessful and not subject to numerical 
analysis. Establishment of the axial symmetry, which except in cases of physical instability 
can be considered valid also for the process of compression or tensile test of semi-solid 
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samples, allows one to simplify the model because of the identical strain distribution at any 
axial sample cross-section. Considerations will therefore be carried out in 頚堅権 coordinates 
for the sample cross-sectional using one of the planes containing the sample axis. 
Components of power functional given by (35) have been formulated in accordance with the 
general theory of plasticity by relevant equations. The plastic power for the deformation 
zone having volume of 撃 is given by the subsequent relation: 

 激岌蹄 噺 完 購沈綱岌沈蝶 穴撃 (36) 

where 購沈 is the effective stress and  綱岌沈 denotes the effective strain. The plastic deformation 
starts when the rising effective stress reaches yield stress limit  購椎 (購沈 噺 購椎) according to 

yield criterion given by equation (32). Effective strain occurring in equation (36) is calculated 
on the basis of the strain tensor components 綱岌沈珍 according to following relationship: 

 綱岌沈 噺 俵にぬ 綱岌沈珍綱岌沈珍 (37)

The components are given by equation (33). For axial-symmetrical case the strain has a form: 

 

均勤
勤僅

項懸追項堅 ど なに 項懸追項権 髪 なに項懸佃項堅ど 懸追堅 どなに 項懸追項権 髪 なに項懸佃項堅 ど 項懸佃項権 斤錦
錦巾 (38)

The second component of functional (35) is responding for friction. To compute friction 
power on the boundary 鯨 of area 撃 a model given by the subsequent equation was used: 

 激岌 痛 噺 豹兼 購椎√ぬ聴 ‖士拍‖ 穴鯨 (39)

In equation (39) 兼 is the so called friction factor which is usually experimentally selected 

and 士拍 is a relative velocity vector of metal and tool 士拍 噺 士 伐 士嗣. In case of tensile test the 

samples are permanently fixed in jaws of a physical simulator and friction must not be taken 

into account. However, compression test requires sharing the friction power which is 

significant. 

5.1 The model of sample velocity field 

Clearly defined deformation field resulting from the optimal solution of functional (37) 

cannot be calculated without one of the conditions mentioned before. For the solid zones the 

incompressibility condition can be described by universal operator equation independently 

of the mechanical state of the deformation process: 

 椛士 噺 	ど (40) 
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Because the semi-solid zone is characterized by density change due to still ongoing progress 

of steel state of aggregation, the condition of incompressibility is inadequate to reflect 

changes and was replaced with the mass conservation condition, which describes the 

following modified operational equation: 

 椛士 伐 な貢 項貢項建 噺 ど (41)

The basis for the optimization of functional (35) is the velocity field determined by 

appropriate system of velocity functions in the concerned area. These functions are then the 

source of deformation field and other physical quantities affecting the power functional 

formulation. Obtaining an accurate real velocity field requires the use of velocity functions 

depending on a number of variational parameters. The functions should be flexible enough 

to map the field throughout the whole volume of the deformation zone. Analytical 

description of each component of the velocity field with a single function in the whole area 

of deformation is not preferred. This approach creates difficulties especially in areas not 

subjected to the deformation where the velocity function should remain constant. Therefore, 

the solution to the problem of semi-solid metal flow was based on the method proposed by 

Malinowski in (Malinowski, 1986, 1997, 2005). This method involves the breakdown of the 

elements and the deformation velocity field approximation by polynomials with coefficients 

different for each element. The method was originally applied to solutions with a constant 

volume. The author of the current paper has developed a new method for semi-solid 

materials by adapting the source one to the analysis of materials with variable density. 

In the case of deformation of axial-symmetrical bodies the incompressibility condition is 
given by following differential equation: 

 項懸追項堅 髪 懸追堅 髪 項懸佃項権 噺 ど (42)

For the semi-solid area equation (42) is replaced by the mass conservation condition due to 

existing density changes. The longitudinal velocity has been calculated as an analytical 

function of radial velocity using this condition. In cylindrical coordinate system the 

condition has been described with an equation: 

 項懸追項堅 髪 懸追堅 髪 項懸佃項権 伐 な貢 項貢項酵 噺 ど (43)

Equation (42) is a special case of equation (43) and therefore the proposed solution will 

consider the dependence (43) as more general. In (43) 貢 is the temporary material density 

and 酵 is the time variable. The proposed variational formulation makes the longitudinal 

velocity dependent on the radial one. Condition (43) allows for the calculation of 項懸佃/項権 

derivative as a function of 項懸追/項堅 after analytical differentiation of radial velocity 

distribution function 懸追岫堅, 権岻. Hence, the longitudinal velocity is calculated as a result of 

analytical integration according to following equation: 
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 懸佃 噺 伐豹磐項懸追項堅 髪 懸追堅 伐 な貢 項貢項酵卑 穴権 (44)

In this case the velocity field depends only on one function – the radial velocity distribution. 

Both the components (懸追 and 懸佃) satisfy the mass conservation imposed on the velocity field. 

The functional takes the form of equation (35) and in case of application of one of the 

methods requiring discretization (FEM, FDM or any meshless method) the number of 

discrete parameters is significantly reduced (at least by half). Only the right class of the 

velocity field distribution functions is problematic. The functions must be relevant for 

description of the material deformation and sufficiently flexible. Hence, the whole control 

volume is usually divided into sub-areas and the functions are defined in local coordinate 

systems for each sub-region. It requires the definition of both the local system and 

transformation from local to global one. The 堅 coordinate acts as an independent variable 

(abscissa) in global area and varies in the range of 堅陳 to 迎陳. The 権 coordinate depends on 堅 

and is limited by functions describing both the area boundaries: lower 権鎮 噺 血岫堅岻 and upper 権通 噺 訣岫堅岻. Considering all the assumptions two linear functions, binding both the systems - 

global 頚堅権 and local one 頚行考 were defined 

 行岫堅, 権岻 噺 堅迎陳考岫堅, 権岻 噺 に権 伐 訣岫堅岻 伐 血岫堅岻訣岫堅岻 伐 血岫堅岻  (45)

The main assumption of the presented model is the dependence of the longitudinal velocity 

distribution function 懸佃岫行, 考岻 on the radial velocity distribution function 懸追岫行, 考岻. For this 

purpose, the form of the function 懸追 has to be determined on the basis of analysis of the 

velocity field components distribution in the control area. For further discussion one 

assumes the following form 懸追 function: 

 懸追岫行, 考岻 噺 なに 堅懸待訣岫堅岻 伐 血岫堅岻 峭な 髪 ∂閤岫行, 考岻∂考 嶌 (46) 

where 懸待 is the GLEEBLE jaw velocity and 閤岫行, 考岻 is a distribution function of velocity field 

components in local coordinate system. It should be remembered that for the areas in which 

the steel is in solid state the incompressibility condition given by dependence (42) should be 

taken into account and for zones with semi-liquid steel mass conservation equation (43) is 

valid. Linking the longitudinal velocity 懸佃 with the radial one is done precisely through 

these two conditions. Taking into account the more general equation (43) and assuming a 

known value of the radial velocity one can be determine the longitudinal one using the 

following dependence: 

 懸佃岫行, 考岻 噺 豹 峪な貢 項貢項建 伐 項懸追岫行, 考岻項堅 伐 懸追岫行, 考岻堅 崋 穴権 (47)
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The consequence of such a conduct is the fact that this condition is imposed on the velocity 

field in an analytical form. As already mentioned it is of major importance for optimizing 

the correct flow field for the steel being in semi-solid conditions. 

In order to relate both the velocities the derivative of the velocity with respect to the radial 

coordinate has to be calculated first. Having in mind the dependence of 血 and 訣 on 堅 and 

similar one of 閤 on 行 and on 考 one can write: 

∂懸追∂堅 噺 懸待に 釆 ∂∂堅 磐 堅訣 伐 血卑 磐な 髪 ∂閤∂考卑 髪 堅訣 伐 血 ∂∂堅 磐な 髪 ∂閤∂考卑挽 (48)

After some differentiations and arrangements relationship (48) can be written in a form: 

項懸追項堅 噺 懸待に岫訣 伐 血岻 峭な 髪 ∂閤∂考 髪 行 ∂態閤∂行 ∂考嶌 伐 堅懸待 磐項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅卑に岫訣 伐 血岻態 崛な 髪 ∂閤∂考 髪 ∂態閤∂考態 嵜項訣項堅 髪 項血項堅項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅 髪 考崟崑 (49)

Taking into account equation (49) and relationship (43) one can calculate the derivative of 
the longitudinal velocity with respect to 権. 

∂懸佃∂権 噺 伐∂懸追∂堅 伐 懸追堅 髪 な貢 ∂貢∂酵 噺 堅懸待 磐項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅卑に岫訣 伐 血岻態 崛な 髪 ∂閤∂考 髪 ∂態閤∂考態 嵜項訣項堅 髪 項血項堅項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅 髪 考崟崑 伐 

伐 懸待に岫訣 伐 血岻 峭な 髪 ∂閤∂考 髪 なに 行 ∂態閤∂行 ∂考嶌 髪 な貢 ∂貢∂酵 

(50) 

After appropriate integration the velocity is given by the following relationship:  

懸 噺 伐懸待ね 畔に 磐考 髪 訣 髪 血訣 伐 血 髪 閤卑 髪 行 項閤項行 伐 磐項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅卑訣 伐 血 崛考 髪 岫な 伐 堅岻閤 髪 堅 嵜項訣項堅 髪 項血項堅項訣項堅 伐 項血項堅 髪 考崟項閤項考崑販 髪
 

髪考岫訣 伐 血岻 髪 訣 髪 血に貢 項貢項酵 

(51)

Function 閤 噺 閤岫行, 考岻 occurring in all the relationships describing the velocity field can be 

under the Weierstrass theorem approximated by polynomials. Approximation of 閤岫行, 考岻 
with the help of one polynomial in the whole deformation zone, although possible in some 

cases, is impractical and is a source of many problems. On the other hand the division of 

areas into smaller sub-areas requires continuity. To ensure continuity of the velocity field 
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and strain field in the whole zone of deformation, including the boundaries of the sub-

regions, function 閤岫行, 考岻 should be at least of class  系態.  
6. Density changes and their influence on remaining models 

In the proposed solution one of the most important parameters is the density. Its changes 

influence the mechanical part of the presented model and strongly depend on the 

temperature. The knowledge of effective density distribution is very important for 

modelling deformation of mushy materials. In the presented solution a model of density 

changes based on empirical data was applied. 

Density distribution is one of the most important properties of the mushy steel which is 

subjected to the deformation. Its changes have influence on both the mechanical and thermal 

parts of the presented model. On the other hand, the density is strongly dependent on the 

temperature. Moreover, the solidification process causes non-uniform density distribution 

in the controlled volume. Since, the knowledge concerning effective density distribution is 

very important for the behaviour of deformation of porous and mushy materials and the 

modelling of such species requires good density changes model.   

Density variations of liquid, semi-solid and solid materials are ruled by three phenomena: 

 solid phase formation, 

 laminar liquid flow through porous material and 

 thermal shrinkage.  

Transient rate of density changes is ruled by an equation: 

 ∂貢∂酵 噺 ∂貢椎∂酵 髪 ∂貢捗∂酵 髪 ∂貢痛∂酵  (52)

In (52) the subsequent right hand derivatives of 貢椎, 貢捗 i 貢痛 with respect to transient time 

variable 酵 denote the density changes as a result of three mentioned phenomena One may 

calculate the density changes due to solid phase formation according to the relationship: 

 ∂貢椎∂酵 噺 岷貢鎚岫な 伐 隙鎮岻 髪 貢鎮隙鎮峅 磐貢鎚貢鎮 伐 な卑∂隙鎮∂酵  (53)

where 隙鎮 and 隙鎚 are the shares of liquid and solid phases are semi-steel. Changes in density 

caused by laminar flow of the liquid phase through the porous material are described by the 

equation: 

 ∂貢捗∂酵 噺 貢鎮隙鎮 磐∂懸追∂堅 髪 懸追堅 髪 ∂懸佃∂権 卑 (54)

In (54) v is the velocity of the metal particles flow. Changes in density due to thermal 

shrinkage depend on the speed of changes in temperature and coefficients of linear thermal 

expansion 紅鎚 i 紅鎮 of both solid and liquid phases: 
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 ∂貢痛∂酵 噺 岷紅鎚貢鎚岫な 伐 隙鎮岻 髪 紅鎮貢鎮隙鎮峅 ∂劇∂酵  (55)

where 劇 is the temperature on an absolute scale. Issues of density changes mechanisms were 

the subject of (Glowacki, 2002). Changes in the density as a result of the velocity and 

temperature of the metal particles substantially complicate the problem of optimizing the 

metal flow velocity field. Coupled solution of all the problems is difficult and very often an 

uncoupled model is used. 

6.1 Empirical model of density changes 

The density changes model is rather complex and its solution is associated with an 
additional increase in computational complexity of the total solution. Regardless of the 
solution used the development of a right model is a problem in itself. It requires addressing 
a number of issues related to the change of state, the flow of the liquid phase in the presence 
of solid steel frames, etc. This is an important issue - however, it requires commitment of 
substantial computer resources and long computation times. Hence another way of taking 
density into consideration is possible due to temperature dependency of this quantity 
(Glowacki, 1996). In order to avoid additional problems with solution of differential 
equation, density changes were calculated according to an empirical model taking into 
consideration experimental data. The model is slightly less accurate but such a method 
makes the solution much easier. The solution seems to be a good alternative way to predict 
changes in mushy steel. In proposed approach the density is depending on: 

 temperature, 

 chemical composition of the material and, 

 steel microstructure.  

The study published in (Glowacki, 1998), which is result of investigation carried out for steel 
in the solid state, shows that for typical forming processes impact of a steel grade on change 
in the density resulting from temperature changes is small. For determination of density in 
these conditions for both carbon and low-alloy steels it is proposed to apply following 
empirical equation: 

 貢 噺 ばぱのど岫な 髪 ∆健岻戴 ; 釆 kgm戴挽 (56)

In equation (56) ∆健 is calculated according to following formula: 

 ∆健 噺 ど,どどね 磐劇 髪 にばぬなどどど 卑態 
 

Similar equation can be used for austenitic steels: 

 貢 噺 ばぱひば岫な 髪 ∆健岻戴 ; 釆 kgm戴挽 (57)
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The ∆健 parameter from (57) is calculated as: 

∆健 噺 伐ど,どどぬのぱ 髪 ど,どどひねば劇 髪 にばぬなどどど 髪 ど,どなどぬ 磐劇 髪 にばぬなどどど 卑態 伐 ど,どどにひぱ 磐劇 髪 にばぬなどどど 卑戴 

Similar dependence can be used for high-alloy steels. In this case it is necessary to modify 

the equation (56) in a manner appropriate for the particular steel grade. Thus, for 

temperature range which is proper for traditional process of steel hot deformation the 

calculation of changes in density seems to be pretty simple. Such temperatures are 

characteristic for certain sample areas. 

Otherwise presents itself the problem for higher temperature ranges, where the 

deformation occurs during the simultaneous metal solidification. Here the density 

variations may be significant. For purposes of the current mathematical model an 

approach proposed by Mizukami was used (Mizukami at al., 2002). For carbon steels 

containing no other elements the density changes are functions of temperature. Steels 

were tested with a wide range of carbon content, which ranges from 0.005% to 0.56% by 

mass. The authors develop tests for typical steels having chemical composition expressed 

in% by mass given in Table. 1. 

Left side of Figure 1 shows the change in density for MC1 grade steel as a function of 

temperature. For steel changing its states of aggregation some plots of density in the various 

phases of the transformation process has been developed. The right side of Figure 1 shows 

the course of the changes in the density of liquid phase as a function of ∆劇鎮 – undercooling 

temperature with respect to the liquidus line. Changes in density are presented in relation to 

the base density of 7060 岷kg/m戴	峅.  
 
 
 

Steel ULC LC MC1 MC2 HC 

[C] 0.005 0.040 0.110 0.140 0.550 

[Si] 0.010 0.040 0.100 0.160 0.150 

[Mn] 0.120 0.190 0.480 0.540 0.910 

[P] 0.014 0.026 0.020 0.016 0.021 

[S] 0.003 0.006 0.008 0.003 0.001 

 
 

Table 1. Chemical composition (mass %) of typical steels tested by authors of (Mizukami at 
al., 2002). 
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Fig. 1. Density of MC1 grade steel as a function of temperature (left) and density changes of 
its liquid phase as a function of temperature increase (right). Plots are based on data 
published in (Mizukami at al., 2002). 

Subsequent charts presented in Figure 2 show changes in density of 絞 i 紘 phases, 

respectively. Both of them are functions of undercooling temperature ∆劇弟  and ∆劇廷 of 

appropriate phases with respect to solidus temperature. 

 

  

Fig. 2. Density changes of steel phase 絞 (left) and 紘 (right) of MC1 steel grade as a function of 
temperature increase – based on data published in (Mizukami at al., 2002). 

The presented graphs were used to develop analytical dependencies, which describe 

changes in the density of steel during the transformation of state of aggregation. In the 

region of coexistence of 絞 and 紘 phases density was estimated using the additivity rule. The 

correctness of this approximation was verified by comparing the theoretical results with 

those which were obtained from the measured values.  
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The density of carbon steels depends on the temperature and the existing fraction of liquid 

phase. The effect of alloying elements (except of coal) on the density of each steel phase is 

small, although the concentration of these components significantly affect the fraction of the 

phases. The density of each phase is calculated according to the following equations: 

 

貢鎮 噺 ば,どに 伐 の,のど ∙ など貸替	∆劇鎮貢弟 噺 ば,にば 髪 ぬ,どば ∙ など貸替	∆劇弟貢廷 噺 ば,ねな 髪 ね,ぱど ∙ など貸替	∆劇廷  (58) 

In equation (58) 貢鎮, 貢弟 and 貢廷 indicate densities of liquid steel and its 絞 and 紘 phases, 

respectively. The density in the regions of occurrence of several phases simultaneously is 

given by the following equations: 

 

貢鎮袋弟 噺 貢鎮待 髪 ∆貢鎮/弟 ∙ 隙弟貢鎮袋廷 噺 貢鎮待 髪 ∆貢鎮/廷 ∙ 隙廷貢鎮袋弟袋廷 噺 貢鎮待 髪 貢鎮/弟 ∙ 血弟 髪 ∆貢鎮/廷 ∙ 血廷 (59) 

where 貢鎮待 denotes the density of the liquid phase for temperature discrepancy ∆劇鎮, ∆貢鎮/弟 and ∆貢鎮/廷 are density differences between 絞 and 紘 phases for temperature drop from liquidus to 

solidus level, X置 and X稚	are the fractions of 絞 i 紘 phases in surrounding liquid phase, 

respectively. and finally 血弟 i 血廷 are relative fractions of 絞 i 紘 phases. The density of 絞 髪 紘 

phase was estimated according to relationship: 

 貢弟袋廷 噺 貢弟 ∙ 隙弟 髪 貢廷 ∙ 隙廷 (60) 

7. Mushy steel flow stress curves development 

The subsequent part of the chapter deals with the computation of mushy steel flow stress 

curves based on the developed mathematical model which helps to avoid interpretational 

problems occurring in traditional testing procedures. Proper interpretation of the 

experimental results is possible with the help of appropriate computer aided testing system. 

Such a user friendly dedicated computer system with variable density has been developed 

(Glowacki & Hojny, 2009; Hojny & Glowacki, 2009a). The system codename called 

Def_Semi_Solid is a result of theoretical research conducted in a team lead by the chapter 

author with the financial support of grants awarded by Polish Committee of Scientific 

Research. The system in itself is not a subject of the chapter and its details are not discussed. 

The program was developed using an object oriented technique and is compatible with both 

Windows and Unix based platforms.  

During experiments a few quantities were recorded. Among them the most important are 

GLEEBLE jaws displacement, force and temperature. This is a start point for the inverse 

analysis. The system calculates the shape and size of the deformation zone and strain and 

stress fields as well as optimal values of flow stress curve parameters. The model 

described in the previous section allows for the comparison of theoretical and 

experimental results for non-uniform temperature field. Isothermal tests in the 

temperature range over 1400 °C are impossible even using sophisticated equipment like 

GLEEBLE simulator. The presented model is a solution to the experimental problems. The 
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analysis of metal flow in subsequent regions of the sample deformation zone requires 

adequate methods. Classical techniques of interpretation of results of compression testing 

procedures fail due to significant samples barrelling which is inevitable at any 

temperature close to solidus level and which requires right analysis of metal flow in 

subsequent regions of the sample deformation zone. 

A number of steel grades were subjected to series of experiments in Institute for Ferrous 

Metallurgy in Gliwice, Poland using GLEEBLE 3800 simulator. Example results of 

examination of two steels are reported in the current contribution. The first one is the 18G2A 

grade steel having 0.16% of carbon and the second was the S355J2G3So grade with 0.11% of 

carbon content. The essential aim of the investigation was the reconstruction of both 

temperature changes and strain evolution on specimen exposed to simultaneous 

deformation and solidification. The inverse procedure has been reported in (Glowacki & 

Hojny, 2009). Example results of inverse analysis are shortly described in succeeding 

subsections. 

7.1 Characteristic temperature levels 

As mentioned before, apart from the liquidus and solidus temperatures, four other 

temperature levels are characteristic for the mushy steel behaviour. All the levels split the 

liquidus-solidus range into intervals. The most important for the extra high temperature 

rolling process design is the nil ductility temperature (NDT). The plastic deformation of a 

steel specimen is possible only below the NDT temperature. The temperature levels have to 

be calculated according to results of series of difficult experiments which are not a subject of 

the current paper. For carbon steels with the carbon content of around 0.1 % the equilibrium 

liquidus and solidus temperature levels are 1523°C and 1482°C, respectively and the NDT is 

1420°C. One must note that the last one is a conventional temperature of a sample surface 

(indicated during experimental procedure). The maximum and minimum temperatures in 

the sample’s central cross-section may differ by 60- 70 °C. The equilibrium liquidus and 

solidus temperatures for 18G2A grade steel are 1513°C and 1465°C, respectively. The 

measured mean value of NDT temperature of the steel falls into the range of 

1420°C÷1425°C. The NDT is related to the temperature at which the last liquid phase 

particles existing in the central part of the sample disappear in static processes. It has been 

observed that for temperatures higher than NDT a remainder of liquid phase still exist in the 

central part of the sample (Hojny & Glowacki, 2009a). For dynamic cooling and deformation 

processes in some regions of the sample the remainder of liquid phase can be observed at 

temperatures lower than NDT because the difference between sample surface and its central 

region is higher than for quasi-static processes.  

7.2 Yield stress functions 

The well-known Voce formula (Voce, 1955) was adopted for the description of the shape of 

yield stress function. Figure 3 presents four subsequent stages of an example compression 

test at higher sample surface temperature, i.e. 1425°C for the quasi-static process. One can 

observe that the experiment was successful (no metal outflow) and the deformation of the 

sample was realised despite the significant barrelling of the sample.  
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Fig. 3. Four stages of the deformation process ran at temperature 1425°C for the quasi–static 
deformation process. The figure presents the central part of the sample. 

Due to significant strain inhomogeneity inverse analysis is the only method allowing for 

appropriate calculation of coefficients of yield stress functions at any temperature higher 

than NDT. The objective function of the analysis was defined as a norm of discrepancies 

between calculated (繋頂) and measured (繋陳) loads in a number of subsequent stages of the 

compression according to the following equation: 

 砿岫捲岻 噺 ∑ 岫繋沈頂 伐 繋沈陳岻態津沈退怠  (61) 

where 券 is the number of subsequent intervals of stress versus strain curve. The theoretical 

forces 繋頂 were calculated with the help of sophisticated numerical solver being the 

implementation of the model which was described in this chapter. Due to the very low level 

of recorded stresses the experimental curves obtained from the GLEEBLE machine are 

noisy. Before the application of inverse analysis they were smoothed using Fast Fourier 

Transformation (FFT) algorithm.  

The final shape of the curves for 18G2A and S355J2G3So grade steels after interpretation 

using inverse analysis are presented in figures 8 and  16, respectively. Figure 4 summarise 

the results of calculation of example coefficients of Voce formula for 18G2A grade steel 

which was deformed in a quasi-static process. The effective strain inside the deformation 

zone varied from 0 to 0.6 and the effective strain rate reached its maximum value of  2.9 s-1 

in final stage of the deformation process. The presented curves are plotted using the 

calculated coefficients of Voce curve for temperature levels observed in the sam ples’ cross-

sections and for strain rate equal to 1 s-1. 
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Fig. 4. Flow stress vs. strain at several temperature levels for 18G2A steel grade deformed 
during quasi-static process – strain rate 1 s-1 (Glowacki & Hojny, 2010). 

Example results of investigation of S355J2G3So grade steel are presented in Figure 5. The 
investigation procedures were analogous to those applied in case of18G2A grade steel.  

 

Fig. 5. Stress-strain curves at several temperature levels from the range of 1400-1450°C 

(S355J2G3So grade steel, quasi-static process – strain rate 1 s-1 (Glowacki & Hojny, 2010). 

8. Conclusions 

Modelling of deformation of steel samples with mushy zone requires resolving several 
problems which are characteristic for the temperature range close to the solidus level. Some 
of the problems are independent of the strain and stress state of the material and are similar 
for both axial-symmetrical and three dimensional cases. The computation of characteristic 
temperatures and temperature-dependent sudden changes of steel plastic properties require 
advanced methods of computer simulation. The most important property for material 
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plastic behaviour is the yield stress function describing strain-stress curve. The proposed 
analytical model allows computation of such kind relationships. 

The chapter has been dedicated to hybrid numerical-analytical model of semi-solid steel 
behaviour under plastic deformation. Application of inverse analysis and the proposed 
model allows for the testing of rheological properties of steels at temperature higher than 
1400 °C. The results of the research are crucial for a unique computer system allowing for 
proper interpretation of the results of very high temperature compression tests. The classical 
interpretation of such results is improper due to strong strain inhomogeneity. The 
developed system is a tool to overcome many interpretational problems allowing for the 
computation of the appropriate shape and parameters of yield-stress curves. The curves 
have crucial influence on the results of computer simulation of semi-solid steel deformation.  

The model presented in the current contribution is an axial-symmetrical one. The author have 
run further investigations leading to the development of a fully three-dimensional model of 
integrated casting and rolling processes as well as the soft reduction process, that is a part of 
strip casting technology. Like the model presented in the hereby chapter the spatial one also 
focuses on three main aspects: thermal, mechanical and density changes. Further intention of 
the research is the development of fully three dimensional model of mushy steel behaviour 
during rolling of plates with mushy region. The model will be useful for technologists working 
on the development of an integrated casting and rolling process. It is the most recent 
technology of sheet steel production, which is very profitable and requires extremely low 
energy consumption – very important for steel and automotive industries. 

The compression tests carried out have shown good predictive ability of the proposed 
solution. They show that the flow stress above the NDT is strongly temperature and strain 
rate dependent. Low carbon steels, having carbon content of 0.11% and 0.16%, have been 
investigated in wide temperature range and strain rate. Example results of the experimental 
work were presented delivering a set of equations describing rheological behaviour of the 
investigated steels. The presented model and experimental procedure requires further 
investigation leading to the improvement of the solution and modelling additional 
phenomena accompanying the simultaneous deformation and solidification processes.  
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